
Liquid Gold Poppers 

So what are poppers. Today poppers including liquid and pure gold poppers are a liquid that has 

been around for decades made up with a nitrate or nitrite chemical background. They have actually 

been around for centuries. These days most come in brown strong glass bottles of a contents 

average of 9mls.  

How do you use poppers?  

Most directly inhale the liquid aromas from the bottle direct into the nose. The manufacturers 

instructions say otherwise. Allow the contents to breath naturally in a room, So the advise is follow 

the instructions. More important of course is there are complications so this leads us onto. 

What are the dangers of poppers? 

Some users should not use poppers as the effects of inhaling poppers raises the blood pressure and 

likewise raises the heart rates. So anyone with a heart or pressure problem should not use them and 

likewise the manufacturer states the warnings clearly on the bottle label. The most dangerous is if 

they are swallowed and if so seek medical advice immediately and induce vomiting as a first line of 

defence. Liquid gold poppers have long been on the stock shop shelves and its a typical brand 

coming in 9ml bottles or extra strong versions of perhaps larger amounts for a special run. We at our 

poppers shop do promotional runs so best advice is watch and bookmark our poppers shop. 

Buy Poppers UK 

Liquid gold is a favourite poppers brand for predominantly the English market and not so much for 

the US market. We are bases with our warehouse poppers store in mainland UK so it makes sense to 

order from and buy from UK. Pure gold xtra strong variants and ultra strong English brands are 

likewise promoted in earnest. We hope you enjoy our lesser names poppers too and experiment 

with new and exciting lines coming out and now  and always Opportunities to acquire both your 

favourites and some new lines come our way often and therefore just visit us often. 

www.liquidgoldpoppers.com   
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